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a b s t r a c t

Dielectric elastomer has been extensively explored in various applications as soft active material. In most
applications, dielectric elastomer is subjected to cyclic loading-unloading condition. As a result, a small
initial defect in a dielectric elastomer may finally grow to a critical size to induce catastrophic rupture. In
this article, we carried out an experimental study of the crack growth in an acrylic dielectric elastomer
under cyclic loading-unloading. Pure-shear test specimens were used to measure the relationship be-
tween crack growth rate and energy release rate. Such relationship can be simply fit to a power-law. We
further used the measured power-law to successfully predict the fatigue lifetime of the acrylic elastomer
with an edge crack and subject to simple extension cyclic loading-unloading test.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Dielectric elastomer, as an electroactive polymer, has been
recently explored in a variety of engineering applications ranging
from soft actuators [1e13] to energy harvesting devices [14e20]. In
most of the applications, dielectric elastomer films are subjected to
cyclic loading-unloading. Consequently, a small initial defect in a
dielectric elastomer may finally grow to a critical size to induce
catastrophic rupture.

VHB 4910 (3M), an acrylic elastomer film, is a representative
dielectric elastomer material under extensive investigations
[1,13,21e23] Recently, rupture of VHB through one-time loading
has been carefully studied in the experiments [24,25]. In particular,
fracture energy of VHB was measured in the experiment, which has
been shown to be independent of sample geometry [24]. In addi-
tion, stress softening phenomenon of VHB under cyclic loading-
unloading has also been reported [26]. The stress for stretching a
VHB film to a fixed strain decreases with the increase of cycle
numbers and stabilizes after six loading-unloading cycles. How-
ever, according to our knowledge, no study has been conducted to
characterize the kinetics of crack growth in a VHB film under cyclic
loading-unloading condition.

In this article, pure-shear test specimens were employed to
characterize the kinetics of crack growth in a VHB film under cyclic
loading-unloading. Following the approach first proposed by
uilding-II, 9500 Gilman Dr.
Thomas [27], we measured the crack growth rate in a VHB film as a
function of maximum energy release rate during the cyclic loading-
unloading test. We then used the measured relationship between
crack growth rate andmaximum energy release rate to successfully
predict the fatigue lifetime of the VHB film with an edge crack and
subject to simple extension cyclic loading-unloading tests.
2. Experiments

2.1. Material and geometry

In the experiments, acrylic elastomer film VHB 4910 was pur-
chased from 3M Company. We coated a thin layer of chalk powders
on the surface of VHB sheets to enhance their visual contrast from
the background. The VHB films were cut into different shapes for
pure-shear test and simple extension test. Samples of both geom-
etries were cyclically loaded-unloaded with and without a pre-cut.
We denote the length, height and thickness of all samples in the
undeformed state by L, H and T, and the initial crack length in a pre-
cut sample by c0. For pure-shear test, T ¼ 1 mm, L ¼ 50 mm and
H ¼ 5 mm. The schematics of the pristine sample and the sample
with a pre-cut c0 ¼ 20 mm were shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). For
simple extension test, long-strip VHB samples were prepared with
T ¼ 1 mm, L ¼ 10 mm and H ¼ 20 mm, and an edge crack with
c0 ¼ 1 mm was introduced to a pre-cut sample. Before the test, a
VHB filmwas glued onto acrylic plates which were further clamped
by the grippers of the mechanical testing machine (Instron 5965)
with a 1 kN load cell.
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Fig. 1. Schematics of a VHB film subject to cyclic loading-unloading test. (a) A pristine
VHB film under pure-shear test in undeformed state and deformed state; (b) A pre-cut
VHB film under pure-shear test in undeformed state and deformed state; (c) Cyclic
loading-unloading test with stretch rate: 1.8/s.
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2.2. VHB thin films under cyclic loading-unloading tests

In pure-shear tests of VHB films with and without a pre-cut,
stretch was varied between minimum stretch lmin and maximum
stretch lmax cyclically with a constant stretch rate 1.8/s as shown in
Fig. 1(c). For all pure-shear tests, lminwas fixed to be 1.2, while lmax

is varied from 1.5 to 4.5. In simple extension tests, the cyclic
loading-unloading process is similar to the pure-shear test with a
Fig. 2. Crack growth in a pre-cut VHB film subject to cyclic loading-unloading test. (a) For
measure the crack length and calculate stretch; (b) A pre-cut pure-shear VHB sample subjec
with stretch l and cycle number N. Green dots represent the crack length change in all str
around stretch l ¼ 1.4 with different cycle number N; (c) In different cyclic tests, crack lengt
N. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referre
constant stretch rate 1.8/s. For all simple extension tests, lmin was
fixed to be 1.2, while lmax is varied from 2 to 4. During the tests,
both stretch and force were recorded automatically by the Instron
machine.

2.3. Crack growth in the specimen under cyclic loading-unloading
test

A computer-controlled-camera system was used to record the
crack growth process in the pure-shear specimen with a pre-cut. A
Canon 60D digital camera was fixed at the same height as the
testing sample, and faced to the front surface of the sample
perpendicularly. Camerawas activated periodically by a customized
Matlab program to take photos. The period between each activation
varied from 10 s to 150 s, depending on the specific cyclic test.
During each activated state, the camera was set to take 10 photos
continuously at high speed. All the photos were subsequently
transferred to Black&White form, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Each photo
contained the following information: the time t, stretch of the
sample l and crack length c. The information was extracted from
the digital photos using the customized Matlab program. By con-
verting time t to cycle N, we obtained crack length c(l, N) at stretch
l and cycle number N. The increase of crack length Dc is defined as
Dc(l, N) ¼ c(l, N)-c0, which can be induced by both crack propa-
gation and stretch of the sample. To capture the crack propagation,
we further selected the data of Dc for a small and fixed stretch as
l ¼ 1.4, as shown in Fig. 2(b). For a fixed lmax, with a good
approximation, the Dc increased linearly with the increase of
number of cycles N. For different lmax, Fig. 2(c) sketched the linear
growth of Dc with the number of cycles N at fixed stretch 1.4.
Consequently, the crack growth rate defined as dc/dN can be ob-
tained by a linear fitting, Dc(l ¼ 1.4, N)/N.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Energy release rate as a loading parameter for cyclic test

To characterize crack growth rate in a material subjected to
cyclic loading-unloading, maximum energy release rate during a
a pre-cut pure-shear VHB sample, photos are transferred to Black and White form to
t to cyclic loading-unloading test with lmin ¼ 1.2 and lmax ¼ 2, and crack length c varies
etches with different cycle number N. Red triangles represent the crack length change
h change Dc around stretch l ¼ 1.4 is selected and shown as a function of cycle number
d to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 3. (a) Stress-stretch curves of pristine VHB film subject to pure-shear test with
different maximum stretches; (b) Dependence of crack growth rate on maximum
energy release rate. Red cycles are experimental measurements. Black dash line is a
fitting line. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. (a) Measurement of strain energy for pristine VHB film under simple extension
test; (b) Fatigue lifetime for VHB film with an edge crack with initial crack length
co ¼ 1 mm under cyclic loading-unloading simple extension test. The black dash line is
prediction and red cycles are experimental measurements. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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cyclic test has been commonly adopted as the loading parameter. It
has been shown in various elastomers [27e30] the relationship
between crack growth rate which is defined as the increase of crack
length per cycle and maximum energy release rate can be usually
fit to a power-law. It has also been shown in some studies that the
ratio R between the minimum energy release rate and maximum
energy release rate can affect the power-law [31,32].

In our experiments, we varied themaximum energy release rate
G through controlling the maximum stretch lmax. In the pure-shear
test, maximum energy release rate can be computed by Ref. [33],

GðlmaxÞ ¼ WðlmaxÞ �H (1)

where H is initial sample height and W(lmax) is strain energy
density measured from stress-stretch curve of pristine VHB 4910
sheet with the stretch lmax. The stress-stretch curves of pristine
VHB thin films with different maximum stretches are shown in
Fig. 3(a). When the maximum stretch lmax is varied from 1.5 to 4.5,
the maximum energy release rate varied from 0.212 kJ/m2 to
3.10 kJ/m2 as calculated from Eq. (1). It is noted that the lmin in the
cyclic test was fixed as 1.2 in all the tests. Due to the plasticity of the
elastomer, the VHB film is almost in a stress-free state when the
stretch equals to lmin. Therefore, the minimum energy release rate
in all our tests was approximately zero.
3.2. Crack growth kinetics

Fig. 3(b) plots crack growth rate dc/dN as a function of maximum
energy release rate G(lmax). The measured relationship can be fit to
a simple power law:

dc
dN

¼ BGF (2)

where B and F are material parameters. For the VHB film tested in
the current study, we obtain B ¼ 0.395 (mm/kcycles) (kJ/m2)�F,
F ¼ 4.43. It is noted that in the fatigue tests of various rubbers
[28,34], the value of B can vary significantly, while the value of F
usually varies from 2 to 6. For example, F¼ 2 for nature rubber [28],
which has also been used as dielectric elastomers [2,35].
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3.3. Prediction of fatigue lifetime of VHB film during simple
extension

With the above measurement of crack growth rate as a function
of maximum energy release rate, we next try to predict the lifetime
of an acrylic elastomer film subjected to simple extension cyclic
loading-unloading tests. When a pre-existing crack in the film
grows from the initial length c0 to a critical length cf, fast rupture
happens and the material fails. The fatigue lifetime is defined as the
total number of cycles Nf required for the crack length increasing
from c0 to cf.

When an elastomer sheet with an edge crack subjected to
simple extension, based on dimensional analysis, the energy
release rate can be written as,

G ¼ 2kðlÞ �WðlÞ � c (3)

where c is the length of the crack, k(l) is a dimensionless function
given by Lindley [36]: k ¼ (2.95 e 0.08 � (l�1))/l1/2 and W(l) is
strain energy density measured from stress-stretch curve of a
pristine sample under simple extension, as shown in Fig. 4(a). As
crack length c increases to the critical size cf, maximum energy
release rate should be equal to fracture energy G of the elastomer.
Therefore, the critical flaw size cf can be calculated by,

cf ¼
G

2kðlmaxÞ � WðlmaxÞ (4)

For VHB 4910, fracture energy G is given by Pharr [24] for about
5000 J/m2 when stretch rate is 100/min.

A combination of Eqs. (2) and (3) gives that,

dc
dN

¼ B� ð2k�W� cÞF (5)

which can be used to predict the crack growth. Through integrating
Eq. (5), we can obtain the fatigue lifetime of a VHB filmwith an edge
crack and subject to simple extension as:

Nf ¼
ZNf

0

dN ¼
Zcf

co

1

Bð2kWÞF
c�Fdc ¼ c1�F

o � c1�F
f

BðF� 1Þð2kWÞF
(6)

For simple extension tests of a VHB film with a pre-cut, the
initial crack length co ¼ 1 mm, and critical crack length cf for
different maximum stretch is calculated by Eq. (4). For each cyclic
loading-unloading condition, three identical tests were repeated.
The predicted fatigue lifetime from Eq. (6) as a function of
maximum stretch lmax was compared with experimental result, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). It can be seen that the prediction fits well with
the experiment, indicating that the measured power-law for crack
growth in a VHB film as shown in Fig. 3(b) is indeed independent of
sample geometry and specific stress state in the material.
4. Conclusion

In this article, we conducted experimental studies on the ki-
netics of crack growth in an acrylic elastomer (VHB 4910) subject to
pure-shear cyclic loading-unloading test. We found that the rela-
tionship between crack growth rate and energy release rate can be
simply described by a power-law. Using the measured power-law,
we successfully predict the fatigue lifetime of the elastomer with
an edge crack of different lengths and subject to simple extension
cyclic loading-unloading test. The result can be important for the
engineering applications of VHB, where cyclic loading-unloading is
unavoidable.
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